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Abstract

Question Answering systems these days typi-001
cally use template-based language generation.002
Though adequate for a domain-specific task,003
these systems are too restrictive and predefined004
for domain-independent systems. This paper005
proposes a system that outputs a full-length an-006
swer given a question and the extracted factoid007
answer (short spans such as named entities)008
as the input. Our system uses constituency009
and dependency parse trees of questions. A010
transformer-based Grammar Error Correction011
model GECToR is used as a post-processing012
step for better fluency. We compare our system013
with (i) a Modified Pointer Generator (SOTA)014
and (ii) Fine-tuned DialoGPT for factoid ques-015
tions. We also tested our approach on exis-016
tential (yes-no) questions with better results.017
Our model generates more accurate and fluent018
answers than the state-of-the-art (SOTA) ap-019
proaches. The evaluation is done on NewsQA020
and SqUAD datasets with an increment of 0.4021
and 0.9 percentage points in ROUGE-1 score022
respectively. Also, the inference time is re-023
duced by 85% compared to the SOTA. The024
improved datasets used for our evaluation will025
be released as part of the research contribution.026

1 Introduction027

Question answering (QA) is an exercise of finding028

solutions for a query from a given paragraph.029

Normally small spans of text, inclusive of named030

entities, dates, etc. are extracted as answers. How-031

ever, knowledge-base (KB) orientated QA systems032

extract factoid solutions by using a structured033

query or neural representation of the question.034

As a natural extension and post-processing step,035

the retrieved factoid answer is transformed into a036

full-length natural sentence. Unlike conversational037

chat-bots designed to mimic human communique038

without worrying to be factually correct, or039

assignment-orientated dialogue system which040

places the retrieved solution in a predefined041

template, our approach routinely generates correct 042

full-length solutions, thereby, improving its 043

utilization in these situations. 044

045

Question : Who was the duke in the battle 046

of hastings ? 047

Factoid answer : William the conqueror 048

Target : [The duke in the battle of hastings was 049

William the conqueror. , William the conqueror 050

was the duke in the battle of hastings.] 051

052

Example 1 - Sample from SqUAD dataset 053

054

Our overall research contributions are listed 055

as follows: 056

1. We achieve superior performance by incorpo- 057

rating a pre-trained transformer encoder GEC 058

sequence tagging system as a post-processing 059

step in our rule-based approach. In our exper- 060

iments, encoders from RoBERTa outperform 061

three other cutting-edge transformer encoders 062

(XLNet, BERT). 063

2. We present a rule-based approach for exis- 064

tential questions (Yes/No questions) where 065

Yes/No is considered as the factoid answer and 066

the natural answer is generated by rearranging 067

noun phrases and verb phrases present in the 068

question. We achieve good metrics (BLEU, 069

ROUGE-1,2,L) and also analyze the results of 070

using the Grammar correction model, GEC- 071

TOR, on top of the developed rule-based sys- 072

tem. 073

3. We have made the existing dataset for this task 074

more accurate by correcting grammar errors 075

in GOLD answers and have added alternate 076

answers wherever necessary. We also have 077

created a small dataset for Existential QA hav- 078

ing different types of indirect questions as 079

well. We will open-source all the improved 080

datasets for further research. 081
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Firstly082

we discuss some recent works and related literature083

in section 2, after which we give details about the084

data used for evaluating our system in section 3.085

After that we talk about our approach in section086

4; rule based in section 4.1 (factoid questions in087

section 4.1.1, existential questions in section 4.1.2)088

and fine-tuned DialoGPT in section 4.2. Following089

up on this, we provide details about our experi-090

mental setup and discuss the GCM used as a post-091

processing step in section 5. Then in section 6 we092

provide the results & evaluation of our approach;093

compare performance from other approaches. Then094

in section 7, we give extensive error analysis of all095

approaches (Modified Pointer Generator [SOTA] in096

section 7.1, fine-tuned DialoGPT in section 7.2 and097

rule-based in section 7.3) presented in the paper098

and discuss some ways to overcome them. Lastly,099

we conclude our paper by discussing future work100

in section 8.101

2 Related Work102

Recently there has been a lot of work in question103

answering and dialog systems; most of this work104

in question answering has been extracting answer105

span in the context paragraph, often referred to106

as machine comprehension or extracting answer107

nodes in a knowledge graph (KB-based Question108

Answering). Here in this paper, we present the task109

of natural answer generation or generating fluent110

responses given a question and its factoid answer.111

There are very few models or papers which deal112

with this end-to-end problem response generation113

problem where after extracting the short answer114

span, do not generate the human-like full-length an-115

swer. But due to the increase in information on the116

web, extracting relevant information presently is a117

critical task. This is increasingly becoming time118

consuming task as well because of the increase in119

online data. This has prompted the development120

of various robust question answering systems or121

information extraction widely used today in search122

engines. These systems though robust and accu-123

rate in finding the relevant information return the124

short answer to the question asked, not a fluent125

full-length answer which has high application in126

various user-centric chatbots and voice assistants.127

In most of the recent works, we have observed a128

question answering system where the answer is in129

the form of paragraphs (more than 1 sentence) ex-130

tracted from online retrieved passages. (Asai et al.,131

2018), (Du and Cardie, 2018), (Wang et al., 2017), 132

(Wang and Jiang, 2016), (Oh et al., 2016), or span- 133

based exact answer from a reading comprehension 134

or knowledge base. (Chen et al., 2017). 135

On the contrary, the task of natural answer gener- 136

ation has received little attention. There has been 137

some work indirectly related to this task (Brill et al., 138

2002), which was done to maximize the answer pat- 139

terns(retrieved documents) by reordering the words 140

of the question. 141

Some recent works are presented in (Pal et al., 142

2019) and (Akermi et al., 2020). Former work 143

tried to tackle this issue by proposing a supervised 144

approach based on modifying pointer generator net- 145

work (See et al., 2017) while the latter proposed a 146

transformer-based unsupervised approach incorpo- 147

rating language models to evaluate different pos- 148

sible answer structures. In (Pal et al., 2019), the 149

model was trained on a novel dataset made from 150

multiple existing machine comprehension datasets 151

with manual annotations, this end-to-end neural su- 152

pervised approach didn’t generalize well and was 153

not accurate in many cases. In (Akermi et al., 2020), 154

authors have used a syntactic parser to form rules 155

to get fragments useful for forming natural answers. 156

They assumed that only one word could be missing 157

and it should be located before the factoid answer 158

within the identified structure. This assumption 159

cannot be generalized and can lead to incomplete 160

answers with grammatical errors. 161

Our answer generation approach differs from these 162

works as it is entirely rule-based. The rules we 163

have used can be generalized because of the use 164

of a syntactic parse tree of the question, which 165

is the most effective way of forming rules. We 166

have utilized (Omelianchuk et al., 2020) by which 167

any number of words at any place can be added or 168

deleted. Indeed, we build upon the intuitive hypoth- 169

esis that a full length can be made by reformulating 170

the words given in the question and factoid answer 171

with few insertions/deletions in between, which we 172

are handling using a transformer-based grammar 173

error correction model. 174

3 Data 175

There is just one available dataset (Pal et al., 2019) 176

for this task created from a reading comprehension 177

dataset having 15000 manually annotated, 300000 178

automatically annotated from SQuAD (Rajpurkar 179

et al., 2016), HarvertingQA (Du and Cardie, 2018), 180

and 420 data points in test dataset taken from 181
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NewsQA (Trischler et al., 2017). After going182

through the dataset, we realized the available183

dataset is not of high quality, having multiple184

grammatically incorrect questions/answers and185

also wrong or grammatically incorrect target186

answers in many cases. Due to this, improving the187

quality of the dataset is the need of the hour.188

In natural language generation (NLG) systems,189

there can be more than one correct answer that is190

not incorporated well in the available dataset.191

192

Question : Who is the CEO of google ?193

Factoid answer : Sundar Pichai194

Target : [(i) Sundar Pichai is the CEO of google.195

(ii) The CEO of google is Sundar Pichai.]196

197

In the existing dataset, we see only target198

(i) type annotations but target (ii) is also the correct199

way to answer this question and should be added200

to the annotation. So we improve the quality of the201

available dataset to handle the above-mentioned202

issues. We sampled 7200 data points from 15000203

manually annotated SqUAD samples (Pal et al.,204

2019), 420 data points from NewsQA (Pal et al.,205

2019) and made the required changes in target206

answers; some data points were removed due to207

incomplete question/answer. As given in Table 1,208

our improved dataset has 6768 data points from209

SQuAD and 380 data points from NewsQA. We210

have also created 166 data points of the existential211

QA dataset containing different varieties and forms212

of asking questions, including indirect questions.213

The codes and the data sets will be publicly214

available after the acceptance of the paper.215

216

Question - type (i) : Does my fridge sup-217

port quick freeze feature?218

Question - type (ii) : Can you tell me if my fridge219

supports quick freeze feature?220

Target : [ No, your fridge does not support quick221

freeze feature. OR Yes, your fridge supports quick222

freeze feature.]223

224

Example 2 - Sample from Yes/No dataset225

226

4 Approach227

In this section we explain the rule based approach228

and fine-tuned DialoGPT approach developed.229

Dataset Count
NewsQA (Factoid) 380
SqUAD (Factoid) 6768
Yes/No (Existential) 166

Table 1: Dataset used for our evaluation

4.1 Rule Based Approach 230

4.1.1 Factoid Questions 231

After observing a large number of examples in 232

the available dataset we were able to find patterns 233

in the formation of the natural answers using 234

the sentence structure of the question at its core. 235

Initially, the idea was to check the accuracy 236

by just replacing the WH words present in the 237

question with the factoid answer; we refer to that 238

approach as Rule Based V1 in the below examples. 239

Analyzing the output of the above idea on the 240

failed cases led to a finding of patterns related to 241

the position of the auxiliary verb and the main 242

verb. We used the constituency and dependency 243

parsing output of the question to find positions of 244

auxiliary verbs, main verbs, noun phrases, and verb 245

phrases present in the question and designed the 246

algorithm; we refer to this improved version of our 247

approach as Rule Based V2 (RBV2). Outputs of 248

constituency parser with Elmo Embeddings given 249

in (Joshi et al., 2018) and deep biaffine attention 250

neural dependency parser (Dozat and Manning, 251

2017) were extensively used in the algorithm 252

developed. We used open source AllenNLP library 253

(Gardner et al., 2017) APIs of the above 2 parsers 254

in developing our rule based system. 255

Below we will explain our approach using some 256

examples and also discuss implementation details. 257

In the first version of our rule based approach 258

(Rule Based V1), we have just replaced the WH 259

words (what, when, why, who, how etc.) present 260

in the question with the factoid answer. The WH 261

word in the question was found by using the 262

outputs of POS tags of the AllenNLP constituency 263

parser (Joshi et al., 2018). If the tag is "WP" or 264

"WRB" or "WDT" then we replace that word with 265

a factoid answer. This phenomenon where the 266

sentence topic appears at the front of the sentence 267

as opposed to in a canonical position further to 268

the right is known as topicalization (Prince, 1998). 269

Some examples are stated below for a better 270

understanding of the approach:- 271

272

273
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Question : What is the capital of India?274

Factoid answer : Delhi275

Rule Based V1 : Delhi is the capital of India276

Target answer : Delhi is the capital of India277

278

Example 3 - Self made Sample279

280

Question : what was the space station crew281

forced to take shelter from?282

Factoid answer : a piece of debris283

Rule Based V1 : a piece of debris was the space284

station crew forced to take shelter from285

Target answer : the space station crew was forced286

to take shelter from a piece of debris287

288

Example 4 - Sample from NewsQA dataset289

290

In the second version (Rule Based V2[RBV2]), we291

modify the above approach based on the position292

of the auxiliary verb and main verb present in the293

question. We formulate the algorithm to solve the294

problem of the ordering of natural answers, i.e.,295

answer followed by portion from a question or296

portion of a question followed by the answer. So,297

if the main verb and auxiliary verb are consecutive,298

the factoid answer appears in the starting otherwise299

we add it at the end. In the latter case, we start our300

answer from the word after the auxiliary verb, till301

the main verb is encountered, then the auxiliary302

word is added to the answer string. Then we copy303

the part of the question after the main verb, finally304

adding the factoid answer.305

If the question does not have a verb in it then we306

add all words after the auxiliary word present in307

the question to our answer, then add the auxiliary308

verb, and finally add the factoid answer. Some309

sample example outputs using this approach are310

stated below:-311

312

Question : What is the capital of India?313

Factoid answer : Delhi314

Rule Based V2(RBV2) : the capital of India is315

Delhi316

317

CASE :- Main Verb not present318

319

Question : what was the space station crew320

forced to take shelter from?321

Factoid answer : a piece of debris322

Rule Based V2(RBV2 : the space station crew was323

forced to take shelter from a piece of debris324

325

CASE :- Auxiliary Verb and Main Verb not 326

together 327

4.1.2 Existential Questions (Yes/No) 328

It would be incomplete if we limit this task of 329

natural answering to just factoid questions. This 330

task can have importance in the existential question 331

type and in systems or apps tackling user queries 332

using speech assistants or chatbots. So, we tried 333

formulating a rule based approach for existential 334

or yes/no questions using the dependency and 335

constituency parse tree of the questions. Generally, 336

such questions have a common structure: auxiliary 337

verb (AUX) followed by a noun phrase (NP) and 338

then a verb phrase (VP) in the end, i.e., AUX- 339

NP-VP. The natural answers to such questions 340

can be made by reordering the above parts to 341

NP-AUX-VP. This was implemented using the 342

output of the AllenNLP dependency parse tree 343

model. In addition, we start the answer with "yes," 344

or "no," so as to create a more natural-sounding 345

answer. 346

347

Question : Can you tell if fridge supports 348

quick freeze feature? 349

Factoid answer : Yes 350

RB : Yes, fridge does supports quick freeze feature. 351

RB + RoBERTa :Yes, fridge does support quick 352

freeze feature. 353

354

Example 5 - Sample from Yes/No dataset 355

4.2 Fine-tuned DailoGPT 356

In order to resolve the problem of fluency which 357

is very important for the task of generating natural 358

human-like full-length answers, we used autore- 359

gressive language models which generate human- 360

like fluent text. Amongst all the autoregressive 361

LMs we selected GPT2 (Radford et al., 2019) 362

model because of its large size of training data 363

and number of parameters. This 1.5B transformer 364

model achieved state-of-the-art results on most lan- 365

guage modeling datasets on zero short learning 366

tasks. For our task, we needed a neural conver- 367

sational response generation model, finding for 368

some existing work in the conversational dialog 369

systems using autoregressive LMs like GPT2, we 370

found the DialoGPT (DGPT) (Zhang et al., 2020) 371

model. DGPT model is a conversational dialog 372

system or chatbot and produces very fluent human- 373

like text taking the most recent text as input and 374
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the previous conversations as context to generate375

the response. DGPT is an extension of the GPT2376

model trained on 147M conversations from Red-377

dit. As it was claimed in the paper (Zhang et al.,378

2020) that conversational agents leveraging the379

DGPT model were producing human-like fluent380

text and the model was able to generate responses381

that were consistent with the context and relevant382

to the recent prompt/question/chat. It was also383

shown in the paper that DGPT generated responses384

were very much similar to humans by performing385

extensive human evaluation and also through au-386

tomatic evaluation using various metrics. Also,387

since all the datasets used, the training pipeline,388

pretrained model was open-sourced by the authors,389

which made using this model and performing ex-390

periments very less time taking. This made using391

DGPT model our first choice amongst all the other392

models because of the similarity in our task of hu-393

man like response generation to questions, and the394

task DGPT was trained. The only difference in both395

these tasks was in the context part, in our task the396

context was the short answer span (factoid answer).397

Also in our task, the data we used consisted of in-398

dependent question answers pairs, different from399

the Reddit comment chains training data used in400

DGPT which may have subsequent questions of the401

related context as the previous ones. We believed402

that if DGPT generates responses that are coher-403

ent, and relevant to the context, then it is worth404

analyzing its performance in our setting. Hence,405

we fine-tuned the above pre-trained model on ap-406

proximately 13000 manually annotated questions,407

short answer, and full length answer triplets given408

by (Pal et al., 2019).409

Typically DialoGPT model was created to make410

conversational chatbots, and their fine-tuning is411

also done for building conversational agents where412

the input is the question asked, and all the previ-413

ous dialogues are kept as a series of contexts and414

are passed as input to the model for training. This415

has applications in making conversational chatbots416

relevant to a particular field. For instance, suppose417

a chatbot that has the knowledge of a particular418

book, movie, etc is required, then all the dialogs ex-419

changes can be used to train the DGPT model, and420

then all the responses from the trained model will421

have all the required context. But here, for our task,422

we concatenate the question with its extracted fac-423

toid answer and keep manually annotated answers424

as targets in fine-tuning the model. For inference,425

question and factoid answers are concatenated and 426

provided as input to the fine-tuned model to gener- 427

ate a response. 428

5 Experimental Setup 429

We have used Tesla T4 16GB GPU to carry out the 430

experiments. For factoid questions, we have used 431

two datasets having 380 and 6768 data points as 432

given in Table 1. Experimental results are shown 433

in Table 2 and 3, respectively. For existential ques- 434

tions, we have used created data set with 166 exam- 435

ples. Results of confirmatory dataset are reported 436

in Table 4. 437

As a post processing step of all our rule based ap- 438

proaches, we have used a pre-trained transformer 439

encoder, grammar error correction (GEC) given 440

in (Omelianchuk et al., 2020). This model was 441

available with 3 cutting edge transformer encoders, 442

namely BERT, RoBERTa, and XLNet. Experi- 443

ments were carried out using all 3 above encoder 444

based GEC models as post processing steps in our 445

rule based approach. 446

For fine-tuning DialoGPT, we took a pretrained 447

DialoGPT-small (117M parameters) and fine-tuned 448

with around 13000 manually annotated samples 449

data from (Pal et al., 2019). We trained the model 450

for 8 epochs. The results on 380 data points (cross- 451

validation) of NewsQA dataset by the fine-tuned 452

model are reported in Table 2. 453

6 Results 454

We use standard BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) 455

(NLTK), ROUGE-1, 2, L (Lin, 2004) (rouge-score) 456

metrics to evaluate our system and compare our 457

system with other approaches. In Table 2, 3, 4 : 458

"RBV2+RoBERTa" means our rule based approach 459

with grammar correction performed by RoBERTa 460

encoder and so on. 461

Table 5 illustrates a qualitative comparison of out- 462

puts from different approaches explored in this pa- 463

per. 464

In Table 2, we see an increase in BLEU, ROUGE- 465

2, ROUGE-L scores on using RoBERTa encoder 466

Grammar Correction Model (GCM) as compared 467

to not using it. It is also clear that RoBERTa 468

based encoder GCM is superior as compared to 469

other encoders due to higher BLEU and ROUGE 470

scores. Our developed approach attains very com- 471

parable results in terms of BLEU and ROUGE-1, 472

2, L scores and reduces inference time by 85% as 473

compared to the state of the art MPG model. Avg. 474
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time in table 2, 3 denotes the average time taken475

by the model or algorithm to generate an answer476

for 1 (question, factoid answer) input. ROUGE-1477

and ROUGE-L scores are almost the same with a478

difference of 3 and 1 percentage points in BLEU479

and ROUGE-2 scores, respectively. BLEU and480

ROUGE scores provided in all the tables are on a481

scale of 100.482

In Table 3, reported ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-L483

scores are almost the same. BLEU and ROUGE-2484

scores for our approach (RBV2 + GCM) are a bit485

lesser than the SOTA model (MPG).486

There are instances in the above tables were em-487

ploying a GCM sometimes reduces the BLEU or488

ROUGE scores, especially in Table 3. This phe-489

nomenon is very much related to the target (GOLD)490

answers based on which the scores are calculated.491

This can occur because of insertion/deletion of492

punctuation in between by GCM but not present in493

the target answer and vice-versa. In many cases, tar-494

get answers do not follow correct grammar which495

sometimes leads to lower scores. But in such cases496

also the overall quality, fluency, and adequacy of497

the answers improved by GCM are much better.498

Table 2 illustrates that the performance of fine-499

tuned DialoGPT is comparatively very low as com-500

pared to other approaches in cross evaluation. The501

main problem with this approach was the problem502

of hallucination as explained in (Maynez et al.,503

2020) which decreases the accuracy of the ap-504

proach, and hence we conclude that it is not useful505

for this task. Due to that, we have skipped the re-506

sults of the fine-Tuned model in Table 3.507

In Table 4, scores are calculated on a very small508

dataset and the best scores are achieved by sim-509

ply employing the rule based model without using510

GCM. We still argue to use of a GCM as a post511

processing step in this type as well due to its ability512

to improve the overall quality of the answers. This513

improvement in quality can not be measured using514

these scores but can surely improve user satisfac-515

tion. This kind of task in existential questions is to516

the best of our knowledge first time presented so517

there is no baseline model to compare our results518

with.519

7 Error Analysis520

Below we present some qualitative discussion and521

error analysis of answers generated by existing ap-522

proaches and our proposed approach.523

7.1 Modified Pointer Generator(MPG) 524

This approach was taken from (Pal et al., 2019). 525

The main limitations of this approach are stated in 526

the below points. Also, there were failure cases 527

wherein the model just outputs the question itself 528

which may be due to the model becoming biased 529

towards adding more parts from the question than 530

the factoid answer which results in complete copy- 531

ing of the question in some cases. Below are the 532

main types of failure cases stated:- 533

• Incoherent sentence due to failure in reasoning 534

• Repetition of words 535

• Outputs only the factoid answer 536

• Outputs clausal answers 537

• Failure to incorporate morphological varia- 538

tions 539

This can also be seen in Table 5 where MPG makes 540

errors in answer generation. Word positions of 541

were and going are interchanged and "at" is added 542

which is wrong, the correct addition should be "to". 543

Overall, this model doesn’t attain good results even 544

for very straightforward example cases present in 545

our dataset and so using it for general case queries 546

would not be very beneficial. Also, the inference 547

time of this model is very high (last column of 548

Table 2,3). 549

7.2 Fine-tuned DialoGPT 550

The problem of adding unwanted things in the 551

final answers which don’t have any mention in 552

the question and the factoid answer often called 553

hallucination (Maynez et al., 2020) is the main 554

shortcoming of this model. 555

There are instances where a factoid answer is 556

not even present in the final answer. Also, there 557

are numerous cases where the DialoGPT model 558

makes errors in copying numerical data for e.g. 559

year, number, etc. The model has some errors in 560

copying the proper nouns as given in the questions. 561

The final answer has those names but with changed 562

spelling. (e.g.:- elizabeth - elizabetha; alexander - 563

alexandrick). This is also evident from the example 564

given in Table 5 where DialoGPT has changed 565

arizona spelling to "anrizona". This leads to low 566

BLEU and ROUGE scores. For eg, 567

568

Question : What is going live on tuesday? 569

Factoid answer : web-based on-demand television 570
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Model BLEU ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L Avg. time (sec.)
MPG(2019) 84.9 95.7 89.4 93.9 2.54
RBV2 79.1 96.1 85.5 93.1 0.382
RBV2+BERT 77.6 94.4 85.4 92.4 0.397
RBV2+RoBERTa 81.7 95.7 88.2 93.6 0.394
RBV2+XLNET 80.3 94.8 87.0 92.9 0.4
DialoGPT 50.3 73.4 49.3 70.0 0.908

Table 2: Results on 380 data points of NewsQA dataset

Model BLEU ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L Avg. time (sec.)
MPG(2019) 75.8 94.4 87.4 91.6 2.54
RBV2 74.8 95.3 83.1 90.3 0.399
RBV2+BERT 71.5 93.9 82.4 89.5 0.411
RBV2+RoBERTa 72.1 94.0 83.1 89.8 0.411
RBV2+XLNET 71.2 93.6 82.3 89.4 0.413

Table 3: Results on 6768 data points of SqUAD dataset

Model BLEU R-1 R-2 R-L
RB 70.2 87.3 75.0 84.8
RB+BERT 62.7 85.5 71.6 83.4
RB+RoBERTa 66.6 84.5 73.0 84.2
RB+XLNET 67.5 86.6 74.0 84.6

Table 4: Results on 166 data points of existential ques-
tions dataset created by us; Here in the table R represents
Rouge, R-1 means ROUGE-1 and so on

and movie service571

Fine-Tuned DialoGPT : on tuesday, the web-based572

version of "net based" television and film service.573

Target answer : web-based on-demand television574

and movie service is going live on tuesday.575

576

Example 6 - Sample from NewsQA dataset577

578

In the above example we find very poor quality579

of answer generated. Here we see additional580

"net-based" getting added which makes this model581

unreliable for this task.582

583

7.3 Rule Based Model584

This approach works by reordering question sen-585

tence structure and copy pasting the factoid answer,586

and so if the factoid answer is not factual based587

or is a clausal answer then this approach may fail.588

Also, the generated answers may be grammatically589

wrong in terms of missing a word like in, is, to590

etc. which is corrected by the transformer based591

grammar correction used as a post processing592

step; other types of grammatical error by rule 593

based approach is incorrect positioning of AUX 594

word (e.g. is, are, etc) in the answer which is 595

not corrected by the (Omelianchuk et al., 2020) 596

sometimes. 597

598

Question : where did lewis partnership be- 599

gin? 600

Factoid answer : started as a single shop on 601

oxford street in london, opened in 1864 by john. 602

RBV2 : lewis partnership begin started as a single 603

shop on oxford street in london, opened in 1864 by 604

john. 605

Target answer : lewis partnership begin started as 606

a single shop on oxford street in london, opened in 607

1864 by john. 608

609

Example 7 - Sample from SqUAD dataset 610

611

In the above example, the output answer 612

had both begin and started in it which is not right, 613

this is because the factoid answer contains a clause 614

having a verb part included. Currently, in our 615

system, we are not checking the factoid answer 616

structure to define our answers, and hence for these 617

examples, this model may fail. Since the approach 618

works on the question structure so if the question 619

is not properly well-formed or incomplete then the 620

answers will not be correct. In instances where the 621

question is of type "how many"; the word "many" 622

can be added or not added based on the type of 623

factoid answer given. In such cases, we rely on 624

the GCM model to perform necessary corrections 625

7



Input Output
Ques - where was the bus going ? MPG (Pal et al., 2019) - the bus going was at phoenix, arizona.
Factoid Ans. - phoenix, arizona FT DialoGPT [ours] - the bus was going to phoenix, anrizona.

RBV2 [ours] - the bus was going phoenix, arizona .
RBV2+GCM [ours] - The bus was going to Phoenix, Arizona.

Table 5: Comparison of outputs from all approaches discussed in the paper for an input example. Here MPG
represents the state of the art deep learning model using the Pointer Generator technique. FT DialoGPT represents
the results of the fine-tuned model of DialoGPT for this task. RBV2+GCM represents the results of using the GEC
Model as a post processing step. Here we used the RoBERTa encoder GECTOR model as GCM.

Grammar Error Count
Grammar Error [extra] 103
Grammar Error [incorrect] 25
Grammar Error [misplaced] 254
Grammar Error [missing] 815

Table 6: Count of categories of grammar errors by the
rule based algorithm without using the GCM. These
numbers are for the 6768 data points from SqUAD
dataset

but sometimes the GCM model fails to make the626

changes.627

Questions having a subordinate clause are a628

challenge to this approach. Such examples629

generally have 2 WH words and so sometimes are630

difficult to handle. With some modifications, we631

will be able to handle those questions as well in our632

rule-based approach by first finding out the main633

clause in the question and masking the subordinate634

clause temporarily considering if that subordinate635

clause never existed, and then unmasking it after636

answer generation.637

As highlighted by van Miltenburg et al. (2021),638

the under-reporting of errors and lack of extensive639

error analysis of NLG system output is quite640

common nowadays. This prevents researchers to641

get an idea about the specific weakness of SOTA642

and the improved model. So in this work, we643

categorized the errors for the 6768 data points of644

the SQuAD dataset. These errors are categorized645

as extra words like do, does, is, was; incorrect646

words like much, many; misplaced words like647

is, were, was, are, has; missing words like in, to,648

on, during, by, until, through, at, after, between;649

wrong preposition, word order. The count of650

these categories is reported in 6. The GCM as the651

post-processing step in our approach is able to652

correct most of the above errors for our system and653

thus improve the quality of our generated answers654

as can be seen in Table 5.655

8 Conclusion & Future Work 656

In this work, we have worked on the task of gener- 657

ating full-length natural answers given the question 658

and the factoid answer. We have solved this task by 659

designing a rule based approach using the syntactic 660

parser. A Grammar Correction Model (GCM) is 661

used as a post processing step to improve the flu- 662

ency of generated natural answer. Our approach 663

RBV2 and RoBERTa based encoder GCM achieves 664

superior results than the state of art deep learning 665

model in terms of ROUGE-1 score, quality of the 666

answers generated, and inference time. This sys- 667

tem can be used at the final stage of any domain- 668

specific QA system or answering user troubleshoot- 669

ing queries where factoid answer is extracted by 670

a knowledge base or context paragraphs. This ap- 671

proach is developed using general rules of answer 672

generation and so can be applied to all domains 673

as compared to a supervised system which gets bi- 674

ased to the type of training data given. We have 675

also improved the quality of the existing dataset by 676

creating 2 sets having 6768 and 380 data points, 677

respectively. We have also created a dataset of 166 678

data points of existential (yes/no) questions. 679

We plan to make our system more robust, especially 680

for questions having subordinate clauses present. 681

We will work on making a complete system that 682

can classify existential and factoid questions and 683

use our developed system on top of that. We plan 684

to give our generated answers for review to some 685

proficient English speakers and ask for scores on 686

fluency, adequacy of our generated answer, and 687

other approaches’ answers. Further work needs 688

to be done to investigate the performance of rein- 689

forcement learning based techniques for solving 690

this task, keeping BLEU or ROUGE score as the 691

reward. We plan on adding more variation to the 692

data by annotating and correcting additional QA 693

pairs both in factoid and existential questions. 694
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